I. INTRODUCTION
Problems dealing with quantum many-body systems in lattices appear very often in different branches of Physics and Chemistry. They typically correspond to discretized versions of first-principle continuum models, like in highenergy physics, atomic physics, or quantum chemistry, or provide a phenomenological description of a complex system, as in condensed matter physics. They are characterized in terms of a lattice Hamiltonian, H, which describes the motion, as well as the interactions among the different constituents. Apart from generating the dynamics via the Schrödinger equation, the Hamiltonian defines the quantum state of the system in thermal equilibrium through the Gibbs density operator,
where Z is the partition function and β = 1/κ B T is the inverse temperature (we set the Bolzmann constant κ B = 1). This operator encodes all the (statical) physical properties of our systems. Extracting that information becomes a hard problem, even for systems consisting of very few particles. The reason is that, in order to determine expectation values of observables, we have to express ρ in a basis of the corresponding Hilbert space, and the dimension of the latter grows exponentially with the number of lattice sites, N (i.e. volume) of the lattice. This fact is ultimately related to the tensor product structure inherent in quantum mechanical problems dealing with composite objects, and thus ubiquitous in several branches of science.
There exist different ways around that problem, at least in some specific situations. For instance, one can employ sampling techniques in certain models (not suffering from the sign problem), to accurately determine the physical properties of a system in thermal equilibrium. Alternatively, one can restrict oneself to simple tractable families of states depending on few parameters, which can then be determined by variational techniques. This last approach typically requires a good intuition to select which family will encompass all the physical properties that one has to describe, and can easily lead to either wrong or inaccurate results. Yet another approach is that of quantum simulation, where the Hamiltonian of interest is implemented on a different system on which one has enough control 2 .
Strictly speaking, the exponential scaling of the dimension of the Hilbert space with the size of the lattice should not be the ultimate reason for the difficulty of quantum many-body problems, at least for the ones that naturally appear in nature. For instance, if H is the sum of terms acting non-trivially only on at most x lattice sites, then we can characterize all possible Hamiltonians with a number of parameters that scales only polynomially with N . If those terms are local, meaning that the distance between the sites on which term of H acts is bounded by a constant, this scale is even linear in N . Thus, for all those problems, ρ itself only depends on few parameters. One says that the states can only explore a very small "corner" of the Hilbert space 3 . Consequently, it may be possible to utilize this fact to find families of states that describe all possible many-body lattice problems with xbody interactions in thermal equilibrium, and that depend on a number of parameters that only grows polynomially with N . Thus, a central problem in this context is to find and characterize such a family of states. A first and fundamental step would be to solve that problem for local Hamiltonians, on which we will concentrate in the following.
Matrix Product States (MPS)
4,5 provide the answer for one dimensional models at zero temperature for both, gapped 6, 7 and critical models 8 . Specifically, if Ψ 0 is the ground state of such a Hamiltonian there exists a MPS of bond dimension D, Ψ MPS , such that Ψ 0 − Ψ MPS < ǫ with D = O[poly(N/ǫ)]. Note that, in turn, the number of parameters to characterize the MPS scales polynomially with D. This result is strongly connected to the area law 9, 10 , which is fulfilled (or only slightly violated) for those models and MPS. In higher dimensions and still at zero temperature, it is conjectured (and proven under certain assumptions 11, 12 ), that the area law still holds (with logarithmic corrections for certain critical models 13, 14 ) . In that case, one would expect that the Projected Entangled-Pair States (PEPS) 15, 16 , which extend MPS to higher dimensions, would provide us with the efficient description of that corner of the Hilbert space 3 . Moreover, for any finite temperature (independent of N ), an area law has been proven 17 both for Gibbs states (1), as well as for Projected Entangled-Pair Operators (PEPO), the extension of PEPS to mixed sates. This also suggests that PEPOs can efficiently describe Gibbs states of local Hamiltonians. From the physics point of view, this is actually the relevant question, as any extended system can only be cooled down to a certain temperature independent of the system size.
Hasting 1 has already derived some remarkable results addressing that question. He has shown that in d spatial dimensions, one can build a PEPO, ρ PEPO , such that ||ρ − ρ PEPO || 1 < ǫ with bond dimension scaling as
This gives a polynomial scaling for one dimension, and a sub-exponential (although superpolynomial) one for higher ones. This result also implies a bound for the approximation of the ground state. In fact, if H is gapped and the density of states for a fixed energy only grows as poly(N ), then choosing β = O(log N ) in (1) we obtain a state that is as close as we want to the ground state 18 . This means that, under those conditions, we can find a PEPS approximation of the ground state with
In the present paper we derive the following results. First, we use a novel method to obtain a bound for β ≤ O(log(N )) independent of the dimension (although still superpolynomial in N ),
Under the same condition on the density of states as before, we also obtain that the ground state can be approximated with
independent of the dimension. Finally, using Hastings' construction of the PEPO (see also 19 ), we show that it is possible to have a polynomial scaling for any temperature, i.e.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II we define the problem we are addressing in this work. Section III derives the bounds (4) and (5) using a technique based on the Trotter expansion. In Section IV we use a different encoding of the PEPO based on Hastings' construction to obtain the polynomial bound (6) . In all these sections we quote the results and explain how we have proven them. In the appendix we give details of the proofs.
II. PROBLEM
We consider a growing sequence of finite spin systems, S n , with two-body interactions. To every system, S n , we assign a graph, G n = (V n , E n ), where the vertices V n correspond to the individual spins and the edges E n to interactions. The Hamiltonian is such that only the connected points interact:
where h e acts non-trivially on spins v and w if e = (v, w).
Even though for simplicity we have considered only nearest neighbor interactions, the results generalize to local more-body interactions. We will assume that the (operator) norm of all the terms in the Hamiltonians is bounded by 1, i.e., h i ≤ 1. If the norm of the Hamiltonians were bounded by J instead of 1, this factor could be included into the definition of the temperature. We assume that all graphs are connected, and that their degree is uniformly bounded. That is, the number of edges starting from a given point is smaller than some constant z. This implies that 2|E n |/z < |V n | ≤ |E n | + 1. Thus, we can equally characterize the size of the system by the number of spins or interactions, N = |V n | and |E n |, respectively. For convenience we will denote |E n | by K and omit the index n in the following.
We also assume that there is a uniformly bounded lattice growth constant. This means that there is a universal constant, γ, such that for any given e ∈ E and all l ∈ Z + {I ⊆ E|I connected, e ∈ I, |I| = l} ≤ γ l .
That is, the number of connected regions having l edges that include a specific edge, e, grows at most exponentially with l. In particular, this is the case if G n is a regular lattice in any spatial dimension 20 . Thus, our treatment includes all those cases.
We consider the Gibbs state corresponding to H given by (1) . We will construct a PEPO,ρ, of bond dimension D, that is close to that state. In particular, for any ε > 0,
where x p = tr(x † x) p/2 1/p stands for the Schatten-pnorm ( x = x ∞ for the operator norm). We will be interested in how D scales with N (or equivalently, with K) and ε.
By a PEPO on a graph G = (E, V) we mean that the operatorρ admits the following form:
) .
Here, X 15 for operators 21, 22 . One can readily see 3 that this operator can be written as a tensor network on the graph G, where the bond dimension is D.
III. CONSTRUCTION BASED ON A TROTTER EXPANSION AND COMPRESSION
In this section we use a Trotter expansion combined with a compression method to approximate the Gibbs state. The intuition about why this expansion should give rise to a PEPO description is the following (see also 23 ). Let us assume that the operators h e commute with each other. Then, the Gibbs state (1) is proportional to a product of exponentials, each of them of the form e −βhe . One can easily show that each term in that product creates a link in the PEPO 17 . The bond dimension, D 0 , is simply the maximum number of singular values of h e , when decomposed in terms of the vertices it connects, and thus it is independent of K and the temperature. In the general case where the h e do not commute with each other, we can still perform a Trotter expansion and approximate ρ (up to a constant factor) by (
The integer M has to be chosen such that the approximation is good, i.e.
for some ε > 0. Now, if we use the same argument we see that each time we apply τ , we create a bond between each pair of vertices that are connected in the graph. That is, we multiply the bond dimension by D 0 . Thus, naively, the final bond dimension will be D 2M 0 , and since M has to grow polynomially with K, we get a very bad bound. However, for large M each of the terms in τ is close to the identity operator. Thus, this operator creates very little entanglement and it should be possible to compress the information that is contained in the bond variables for any pair of connected vertices, and therefore to decrease the bond dimension. In fact, in the case of commuting Hamiltonians one can reduce it to D 0 , independent of M . This is, in fact, what we do in this section: we first find M such that (12) holds, and then we compress the bond to get a better scaling of the bond dimension with K.
More specifically, we write e −βhi/2M = 1 1+(e −βhi/2M − 1 1), then, after collecting the K terms of τ and τ † into one product of 2K terms, we obtain
whereh i denotes h K+1−i if i ≤ K, and h i−K otherwise, and x i = e −βhi/2M − 1 1. After expanding the product, this operator takes the form
The sum runs over all M × 2K matrices with entries 0 or
. From this sum we only keep those terms in which any given x i appears at most L times in (14) . In Section III B we show that the resulting operator ρ is a good approximation to (
In section III C we show then that the resulting operator can be written as a PEPO, in the sense of (10), with bond dimension M O(L) . The reason why this operator admits a PEPO form can be understood as follows. First we identify each particular term in the expansion of (τ † τ ) M with the help of indices defined on the edges. This can be done by specifying at every edge, i, the position where x K+1−i and/or x K+i appear out of the M possibilities. Once a term is identified, we proceed with the Schmidt decomposition of that term in order to build the local operators X
) . Let us notice that the latter only depends on the order in which the operators x e v are the edges starting from point v. This order can be obtained locally from the edges that surround v, which contain information about the x involved in each of them. As a result of that, at every edge we have to specify
for the approximating operator. Therefore, as N ≤ 2K/z, we obtain a bond dimension that scales like N O(log N ) .
A. Trotter expansion
We know that (τ † τ ) M (τ as in equation (11)) tends to e −βH if M → ∞. The question is how big M has to be chosen such that we obtain a good approximation in one-norm. Here we prove that setting M = poly(K) is enough (see also 24 ). We present the proof in two steps. First we show that
as long as η − τ 2M is small compared to η 2M where
2M . The key point is that both e −βH and (τ † τ ) are close to
We state the first step as a proposition:
The proof combines the identity a
with the Hölder inequality for matrices 25 and it is presented in the Appendix. We state the second statement (that η is close to τ ) as a lemma.
The main idea is that it is enough to prove the statement for the operator norm, as η − τ 2M is bounded by the Hölder inequality
and η −1 is not too big as η is close to the identity operator. In order to show that η−τ is close to zero, by a simple series expansion we obtain that η −1 1+βH/M is small and so is τ − 1 1 + βH/M . The statement then follows from the triangle inequality. The detailed proof is presented in the appendix.
Putting together Proposition (1) and Lemma (1), we obtain that the Trotter approximation is ε-close (in one-norm) if the trotter steps are chosen to be M > 360β 2 K 2 /ε.
B. Compression
We approximate now (τ † τ ) M by an operatorρ starting from Eq. (14) . This expansion can be pictured as follows. We can think of the resulting operator as a sum:
where the table can be understood as follows. We begin to read from the upper-left corner, from left to right, rowby-row. Whenever we meet an X in the actual cell, we write down the corresponding operator x i (according to the column), and otherwise the identity operator. The value assigned to a given table is then the product of those operators. We finally have to sum up the resulting operators for all possible fillings of the table.
The approximating operatorρ can be thought of in the same way, just limiting the number of X's in each of the
We want to prove that this is a good approximation:
Let us first explain the main idea of the proof. Given a set of columns I ⊆ {1, 2 . . . K}, define S(I) to be the sum of all tables containing more than L X's in all columns i ∈ I, but with no restriction for the columns not belonging to I. Formally, let Q(I) denote the set of these tables:
In any column that has no restriction, the sum can be evaluated, giving back e −βhi/2M in every row of that column. By evaluating those sums we arrive to a sum containing only a few terms. In these remaining terms still a large number of X's appear, therefore the norm of each such term is small. Thus the one-norm of S(I) can be bounded. We will expressρ with the help of the sums S(I) in order to be able to bound its norm.
We use this observation in order to upper bound the one-norm of (τ † τ ) M −ρ. That difference contains one or more columns where there are more than L appearances of X. We regroup the tables as follows. First, given a set of columns, I, we sum up all tables that have more than L appearances of X in the columns i ∈ I, albeit at most L in all columns i / ∈ I. This set of tables is the following set:
The sum of these tables will be called R(I):
Note that the operatorρ is expressed by R(∅), asρ is the sum of tables that in each column contain at most L X's. We can express the sum S(I) with the help of R(I):
because in any table in S(I), the columns containing more than L X's form a set J ⊇ I. Note that (τ
M contains all tables, with no restriction on the number of X's in any column.
The difference (τ
To bound the norm of this difference, we need to express R(∅) with the help of the S(I)'s; that is, we need the inverse relation of Eq. (21) . This inverse relation is given by the Möbius inversion formula, which is used, for example, in the context of the Kirkwood-Salzburg equations, for a cluster expansion for the partition function 26, 27 . The statement of the Möbius inversion is the following.
Let A be a finite set, P(A) the set of all its subsets, and V a vector space. Given a function, f : P(A) → V , we define the following transformations:
Lemma 2 (Möbius inversion).
This lemma just expresses that the second transformation is the inverse of the first one. The proof is presented in the Appendix. We will use the lemma by setting A to be the set of columns, and f = R. Thus, comparing the definitions (21) and (23) we deduce thatf = S. Applying the lemma we obtain the desired relation
and thus substituting back to Eq. (22) (
The one-norm of the difference can be bounded by the triangle inequality:
We obtained this form by counting the number of subsets I of the 2K columns that have |I| = m. Now, we need to bound the one-norm of S(I). First of all, as noted before, we can sum up over all indices possessing no restriction.
That is, over all λ i,j with i / ∈ I. For example, if 2 / ∈ I then
where we have already summed up for all λ 2,j . Let µ be such a term in S(I) in which each x i (i ∈ I) is appearing exactly k i > L times. The one-norm of this term is bounded by the following lemma.
This bound is the consequence of the fact that the x i 's, whose norm is small, appear exactly k 1 +k 2 +. . . k m times in µ, while the rest of the operators, that is, e −βhi , give almost a Trotter approximation of e −βH . The proof is presented in Appendix D. The number of such terms µ is given by
as at each column i ∈ I one has to choose k i rows out of the total number of M rows to place the appearing x i 's. Thus the one-norm of S(I) is bounded by the following sum:
therefore
The sum in the parenthesis can be upper bounded by Lemma 5 in Appendix E) and thus
Substituting the obtained bound into Eq. (27) the following holds for the error of the compression:
(33) Thus, after evaluating the sum, we obtain
(34) As (1 + x/K) K ≤ e x ≤ 1 + 2x as long as x < 1, this yields the bound
thus the error of the compression is bounded by ǫ if L = O(log K/ǫ) and M > 72β 2 K 2 .
C. Coding as a PEPO
We show that the resulting operatorρ admits a PEPO form as in equation (10):
First, let us consider the Schmidt decomposition of the operators x i .
with s being at most d 2 phys , where d phys is the dimension of the Hilbert space describing the individual spins, and the edge corresponding to column i is composed of the two particles v and w. Note that there are two columns associated to a Hamiltonian term h i , K + 1 − i and K + i.
After this decomposition, we can think ofρ as the following sum: Every term in the above sum is now a tensor product. The local operator acting on particle v depends only on the columns corresponding to the edges surrounding v. Indeed, operators acting non-trivially on particle v occur only in these columns.
Therefore, the index α(e) at edge e will specify a possible filling of the two columns corresponding to e, and the operator X ) will mean the product of the corresponding Schmidt coefficients.
For a given edge α(e) can take
different values, as the positions of the non-zero elements and their values are needed to be specified for the two columns corresponding to edge e. In Section III we have shown that we should set M > 360β 2 K 2 /ǫ in order to the Trotter approximation be ǫ-close to the Gibbs state. In Section III B we have seen that one can choose L such that the compressed operator,ρ, is ǫ-close to the Trotter expansion. Therefore, by the triangle inequality, for any given ǫ that decreases at most polynomially in the system size, one can approximate the Gibbs state with error ǫ, if the Trotter steps are taken to be poly(K) and the compression, L, to be O(log(K)). Thus, our method gives a PEPO approximation with bond dimension K O(log(K)) . As 2K/z ≤ N , this is a PEPO with bond dimension N O(log(N )) . In Section III B we only have supposed that β ≤ b log(K), or equivalently, β ≤ b log(N ). If H is gapped and the density of states for a fixed energy only grows as poly(N ), then by setting β = O(log(N )), the ground state projector is approximated by the Gibbs state with an error decreasing as poly(N ). Therefore, our method also gives an N O(log(N )) bond dimensional PEPO approximation of the ground state projector, and thus an N O(log(N )) bond dimensional PEPS approximation for the ground state (for any prescribed error ǫ that decreases at most as poly(N )) under the same condition.
IV. Poly(N ) BOND DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION
In this section we show that with the help of the cluster expansion technique 1 we can approximate the thermal state by an MPO with N O(β) bond dimension. For that, we just have to modify theorem 15 in 19 and introduce a more efficient way of encoding the PEPO. That theorem says that for β < β * (β * is a constant) the density operator can be well approximated with the truncated cluster expansion, where only clusters of size at most O(log K) (equivalently, O(log N )) are included. By a clever choice of the coding of the PEPO, we show that for that temperature one just needs a poly(N ) bond dimension, and then, as in 1 , we extend the result to lower (but finite) temperatures.
A. Cluster expansion
Before restating theorem 15 in 19 we need to introduce some notation. Let E * = ∪ ∞ k=0 E k , that is, a word w from E * denotes a sequence of edges: w = (w 1 w 2 . . . w k ). Let h w denote the product of the Hamiltonian terms corresponding to those edges, h w = h w1 h w2 . . . h w k , and let supp(w) be the set of all edges occurring in w.
Every word's support is a set I ⊆ E. One can break it into connected components: I = ∪ i I i where the I i 's are connected, and different components do not contain common points. These connected components are also called clusters. Then, let W L ⊆ E * be the set of all words whose support contains only connected components of size at most L. β * will denote a constant such that αe (2z−1)β * (e β * − 1) < 1, and
Theorem 15 in 19 contains the following statement:
Similar to equations (56-58) in 19 one can show that the operatorρ admits the following form:
where C L means the subsets of edges I that does not contain a connected component of size bigger than L, and the connected components of I are I i 's. The operatorš f (I i ) act locally on I i and are defined as:
We show in Appendix F thatf (I) is the Möbius transform of f (I) = e −β ′ H(I) , with H(I) = e∈I h e . This observation makes it easier to show thatρ admits the form (43).
B. Coding
We show in this subsection that the truncated cluster expansionρ (43) can be written as a PEPO [cf. Eq. (10)]. This operator has a very special form. It is a sum of products of local operators, such that the operator acting on a vertex v only depends on the cluster where v is contained in. Therefore, codingρ as a PEPO will be carried out in two steps. First, we enumerate all I ∈ C L subsets of edges with the help of an index α 1 : E → {1, 2 . . . B 1 }. This indexing will be such that for any given v ∈ V vertex the surrounding edges encode the information in which cluster v is located. Once the cluster I i ∋ v is identified, the operatorf (I i ) is written as a PEPO with the help of an index α 2 : E → {1, 2 . . . B 2 }. The index α used at the description of the PEPO is then the composition of α 1 and α 2 taking B 1 B 2 different values.
a. Identifying the clusters.
most L. For a given cluster size l, there are at most γ l clusters containing e (see Eq. 8), therefore there are at most Lγ L such clusters. As L = O(log K), this means that α 1 takes at most B 1 ≤ poly(K) different values. Let us now examine how this indexing is related to the original goal: to enumerate all I ∈ C L subsets of edges. For any given I ∈ C L subset one can find the corresponding values (α 1 (e)) e∈E . However, given an indexing, α 1 , it might not correspond to such a subset of edges. The reason is the following. Given an indexing (α 1 (e)) e∈E , each index means a cluster I e . The subset I ∈ C L corresponding to this α 1 is ∪ e I e , if for any two edges e and f either I e = I f , or the two clusters I e and I f do not have common point. Therefore the indexing does not correspond to an I ∈ C L subset if and only if there are two edges e and f such that α 1 (e) and α 1 (f ) denote two different, but overlapping clusters. Let us join e and f with a path of edges going in the union of the two clusters I e and I f . Along that path there is a contradiction locally; otherwise, e and f cannot specify contradictory information (see Figure 1) . Therefore, if an indexing α 1 does not correspond to a subset of edges, then there is a point v ∈ V where it can be detected. ) be 0. By construction, the contraction of these tensors really givesρ.
As the index used at the coding, α = (α 1 , α 2 ), can only take B 1 B 2 = poly(K) different values, the above coding is a PEPO with poly(K) (equivalently poly(N )) bond dimension. Thus, for any β < β * , we gave an efficient PEPO description of the Gibbs state. Moreover, Theorem (1) holds for β ′ = β/2M instead of β if the trace norm is replaced by . 2M without any essential modification. Therefore, by taking M such that β ′ < β * , that is, M = O(β), this result can be extended to lower (but finite) temperatures as well (see Proposition 1). However, after this step, the approximating operator will be a PEPO exponentiated M times. Therefore the bond dimension required for the PEPO description of the Gibbs state at arbitrary temperature is N O(β) .
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have analyzed the ability of tensor networks to describe thermal (Gibbs) equilibrium states of lattice Hamiltonians with local interactions. First, using a Trotter expansion and a compression method, we have shown that it is possible to approximate that state with a PEPO whose bond dimension scales as N O(log N ) , where N is the system size (number of vertices in the lattice). This result is valid for any finite temperature and spatial dimension. It also holds true at zero temperature as long as the Hamiltonian is gapped and the density of states for any energy interval only grows polynomially with the system size. Second, building on Hastings' construction 1 , we have shown that it is possible to find a PEPO with a poly(N ) bond dimension at any finite temperature and spatial dimension.
There are some straightforward implications of the results derived here. First, even though we have concentrated on PEPOs, it is trivial to express our results in terms of (pure) PEPS. At finite temperature, we can just consider the PEPO corresponding to half the temperature, and apply it to locally maximally entangled states in order to obtain a purification in terms of a PEPS with a polynomially growing bond dimension 21 . At zero temperature, we can simply apply the constructed PEPO to a random product state in order to show that there exists a PEPS with D = N O(log N ) . Second, for translationally invariant problems in regular lattices, our construction may break translational invariance (as we select some order of the bonds). But it is always possible 5 to make a PEPO (or PEPS) translationally invariant with an increase of the bond dimension by just a factor of N . Third, even though we have considered Hamiltonians interacting along the edges in the graph, our construction can be easily extended to the case in which the local Hamiltonians act on plaquettes. The idea is that at the Trotter decomposition we have made no assumption on the support of the individual Hamiltonian terms, whereas at the coding procedure, we still need to keep information contained in a constant number of columns: in an edge e = (v, w), we can keep the information contained in the columns corresponding to Hamiltonian terms that act non-trivially on either v or w. In such a coding the same piece of information is specified in more than one edge, but their consistency can be checked locally, at the vertices. The cluster expansion technique can be applied with no essential modification as the number of terms acting on the boundary of a cluster can still be upper bounded by a constant times the size of the cluster, and the number of clusters containing l terms is still bounded by γ l , where γ is a lattice growth constant 20 . Finally, our construction can also be straightforwardly extended to fermions with the result that we just have to use fermionic PEPS 28 .
We will use the following bound on the Taylor expansion of the exponential function to upper bound these expressions.
Lemma 4. The following two bounds hold:
Proof. e A = n A n n! , thus
Therefore the norm of the difference can be upper bounded by the triangle inequality
since (n + k + 1)! ≥ n!(k + 1)!. Summing up we have the desired inequality
The statements correspond to the particular cases k = 0, 1.
Due to the previous lemma, we can bound the first part of the right hand side of Eq. B2:
The second part of the right hand side of Eq. B2 can be written as
where x i is as in Eq. (14) . Let us expand the product. The zeroth term cancels out, whereas the 1st order term is
The norm of the sum of the k th order terms can be upper bounded by
th order terms, and the norm of x i can be bounded by lemma 4:
Therefore, after expanding the product in Eq. (B7), we obtain that
(B8) The first term can be again bounded by Lemma 4 as
the term e −βhi appears. Second, if i ∈ I, then the sum on that column has not been evaluated, therefore the corresponding term in row j is x λi,j i
. We now separate these terms:
where we have introduced
The norm of y i can be bounded by the norm of x i as follows: ≤ e β/2M and there are at most 2K such terms in y i . Thus, by applying Lemma 4 to x i , we obtain:
since e β(2K+1)/2M ≤ 3 if M > 2βK > β(K + 1/2). We now apply Hölder's inequality to Eq. (D1) in order to bound µ 1 : Using the triangle inequality and Lemma 1 with the choice ǫ = 1/2, we obtain that
Using the bound (D4) on y i , and the fact that (1 + 1/2M ) 2M < e < 3, we obtain the statement of the lemma, 
Appendix E: Lemma on the sum of binomial coefficients
We need the following lemma to upper bound a sum of binomial coefficients in Eq. (31):
Proof. First, as
We then use (L + n)! ≥ n!L! and sum up over n = k − L.
Finally, by Stirling's formula, we have the desired result:
Appendix F: On the cluster expansion
In this Section we show how to use the Möbius inversion to reproduce the cluster expansion. In particular, we show that This means that inĝ we have to sum up for all words in I * . Indeed, in the sum every word is counted exactly once as we sum up all possible supports. This implies thatĝ (I) = e 
and therefore by the Möbius inversion formula g =f . We now show that obtaining the form Eq. (43) ofρ is much easier with these tools. The proof follows from the multiplicativity off : if I and J are non-overlapping clusters, thenf (I ∪ J ) =f (I)f (J ). Indeed,
where we have used the multiplicativity of the exponential. K can be broken into two parts: K I = K ∩ I and K J = K ∩ J . Then both the −1 factor and the exponential factorizes as follows: 
and this sum is nothing butf (I) ·f (J ). This implies that the Gibbs state admits the following form: 
as in Eq. (43).
